"The most important skill in marriage is communication," my late father-in-law said as he told a story at my wedding that stole the show. We all thought he was joking, but no, it was much better than that. "I stayed in a Moscow hotel during the 1980s," he continued, "and one day one of the lifts was not working. They knew that Western guests expected a degree of customer service, so they put a sign on the lift reading: ‘Dear guests, we are sorry, but today you are unbearable’.

The lesson? Keep communicating, whatever the barriers or the news, but also try to make that communication relevant, timely and clear. Those words still ring in my ears after 20 years and have proven to have many parallels in our professional R&D lives.

People believe that certain individuals are natural communicators—doctors, lawyers, politicians and policemen—but R&D scientists? Science, the search for shared knowledge, is actually all about communication, and given the right environment, R&D folk are naturals.

When you think about where active communication really occurs, you may imagine it’s all about scientific conferences, great papers and media announcements of the next big thing. It’s not. That is just the tip of a massive ‘shareberg’. In 2010, the writer Steven Johnson reported at TED his research around where scientific innovation really takes place. He discovered that most real innovation occurred through social interaction in regular face-to-face lab meetings. It is here that ideas are shared, data challenged, and concepts rallied as hard as tennis balls on an ATP tour. When shared with others or added to existing concepts, ideas can become innovations.

The scientific process demands communication. Let’s think about the hypothesis “an idea based upon facts already known”. No communication, no facts, no starting point. Methods and materials are also vital shared assets. For example, Wiley’s Current Protocols, which form the basis of much biological experimentation, has been developed over years of communication, like pebbles knocking into one another in a stream, gradually being rounded and perfected. At the end of the scientific process, conclusions are constructed as a one-sided conversation with an imaginary colleague; anticipating questions, challenges and stimulating debate.

Cycles of experimentation gang together to build projects, departments, and even entire R&D organizations (Fig 1).

Together, scientists are naturally social creatures, however, if there is a stereotype or characteristic of R&D folk, it seems to be that they are very much better at communicating locally or personally than between groups or over distances. Scientific literature was the first attempt to overcome the scale and geography of this problem, but as we all know, its style and content is not interactive. Sadly, just a little separation, such as a move to another floor or building, can interrupt the interaction. The rich content of scientific dialogue is one of the first things to disappear. When you think about it that way, the collective loss of innovation is frightening, and despite the connectedness of the internet, there are more barriers being put up each day.

R&D organizations attempt to optimize and group multiple disciplines into logical structures to exploit each day their most clever people. Companies have tried grouping by discipline, region and small business units, however, there is probably not a winning model based on this alone. Organizational structures define barriers, therefore, the critical function of each part of the organization is really to understand how to work best across these interfaces and maintain the flow of ideas.

The rise and fall of the document

Hundreds of years of scientific literature have defined our perception of how science is formally communicated. This has been further adapted to the use of documents and reports as the container for R&D information sharing. Currently, CROs (and many internal teams) spend 25% of their time writing reports rather than talking science. This happens within organizations too. Apart from where regulators require structured documents, report creation is a waste of time and money. Data and reports should be available by query in real time. We now live and work in a data-centric age where even canned scientific journals are being challenged by immediate, crowd-reviewed data sharing.

Collaboration

Chris Thoens, MD of External Innovation and Knowledge Management at P&G said, "Only do what only you can do." Collaboration proves that even the largest companies should focus on what they do best. The rise of collaboration brings with it even higher barriers to ‘social science’. The purpose of the collaboration is to generate trusted data, either in a discrete, shared or open way. So, what happens to it?
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Achieving this is actually all about managing data and information properly and delivering it through software, but it is inspired by a desire for effective business
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